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The 2021 Perseids meteor shower is expected to produce the
most meteors (shooting stars) in the predawn hours of August
11, 12 and 13, in a dark, moonless sky.
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5:30-7:30 p.m.
In case of severe weather:
Thursday, August 12th

Here’s how to get the most from this year’s shower!
Find somewhere comfortable, avoiding bright lights as much as
possible (including your phone), and give your eyes some time to
adjust to the dark—up to half an hour if you can. The Perseids will
appear as quick, small streaks of light: they get their name because
they look like they’re coming from the direction of the constellation
Perseus (near Aries and Taurus in the night sky), but Perseids in that
area can be hard to spot from the perspective of Earth. So just look up
and enjoy the show!
For more information, see nasa,gov and spaceplace/nasa.gov

Clarion Eagle’s Pavilion Area
81 Stone House Rd, Clarion

Children’s Games

Face Painting

Hands-on Activities
Prizes!
his free event is open to all

What you need:
Clear school glue, 1 tsp. of borax, water, red and blue food coloring,
two bowls, measuring cups: 1/2 cup and 1 cup, glitter & wax paper.

What to do:
1. In one bowl, mix 1/2 c. of glue with 1/2 c. of water. Stir it together.
2. Add food coloring to the glue and water mixture. 6 drops of blue
and 3 drops of red will yield a dark purple color.
3. In the other bowl, mix 1 tsp. of borax with 1 c. of lukewarm water.
4. Stir until the borax is completely dissolved.
5. Add the purple glue mixture to borax water, stirring slowly as you
pour.
6. You'll see the slime start to form. Stir as much as you can. Use
your hands to get in there and work it around.
7. Take your glob of slime out of the bowl and put it on your wax
paper. It's okay if there is some water left behind.
8. Flatten out your slime and spread glitter over the top. You can use
any color or combination of colors, but lighter ones will work best
because they will stand out against the dark purple.
9. Fold your slime in half to seal in the glitter. Then press it out and
fold it over again.
10. Keep pressing and folding and watch as the glitter spreads
throughout your slime.
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By: Spaceships & Laser Beams
at B-InspiredMama.com

Cut the apples in half
(midway, not stem to end),
add grape halves for
appendages and finish
‘em off with mini
chocolate chip eyes.

Did you know that many
cup holders are part of the
structure of the car seat
and must be installed
properly whenever used?
So, if they've been taken
off—or never attached in
the first place—it's time to
recheck the car seat
instruction manual!

Call Clarion County’s Promise to schedule
a free car seat safety check appointment
with one of our National Child Passenger
Safety Certified Technicians.

By: sarahchessworth.com

Materials: Glass jar, glitter glue, foil confetti, paint brush &
LED tea light candles
How to make it: Apply generous amounts of glitter confetti
glue on the inside of the jar with the paint brush-- trying to
evenly distribute the stars. Leave the jar open to dry the glue
overnight. At this point if the lid of your jar is not a suitable
matching color please feel free to paint it in a more pleasing
color. Once the glue is dry, you are left with a clear star and
glitter scene. Add the LED tea light and screw the lid shut for a
quick little night light.

For this activity, cut up lemons, limes and oranges
into slice and wedge shapes. Toss them in an activity
bin of water. Your baby will enjoy pulling each one
out and feeling the fruits and tasting a few too!
As always, please supervise any activity with your
baby closely and use your best judgement on what is
developmentally appropriate for your little one.
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